General Studies Core Courses (Mandatory)

- **English**
  - English Academic

- **Math**
  - Mathematics
  - Mathematics Enriched
  (Placement is at the discretion of the school)

- **Geography**
  - Issues In Canadian Geography

- **Phys. Ed.**
  - Healthy Active Living Education Male
  - Healthy Active Living Education Female

- **Science**
  - Science

- **French**
  - French
  - French Enriched

Jewish Studies Streams

Students who graduated from a Jewish day school, or who attended a Jewish day school any time in grades 6, 7, or 8, go into either the Intermediate or Academic Jewish Studies stream. Jewish History is taught in English and is combined for the Academic and Intermediate streams. Jewish History Enriched is taught in Hebrew. Students who complete the four-year program in Academic Jewish Studies graduate with a TanenbaumCHAT Diploma With Distinction in Academic Jewish Studies (as opposed to the TanenbaumCHAT Diploma), in addition to the Ontario Secondary School Diploma. New Stream students who have Hebrew-speaking parents take Hebrew at the Intermediate or Academic Level and their other three Jewish Studies courses at a New Stream level.

- **Newstream**
  - Hebrew New Stream
  - Tanach New Stream
  - Rabbinics New Stream
  - Jewish History New Stream

- **Intermediate***
  - Hebrew Intermediate
  - Tanach Intermediate
  - Rabbinics Intermediate
  - Jewish History

- **Academic**
  - Hebrew Academic
  - Tanach Academic or Tanach Enriched
  - Rabbinics Academic or Talmud Academic
  - Jewish History or Jewish History Enriched

* Language of instruction - English, with the exception of “Hebrew Intermediate”

** Language of instruction - Hebrew, with the exception of “Jewish History”

Pick a Grade 9 Elective

One credit in the Arts must be taken either in grade 9 or grade 10.

- Visual Art
- Music Instrumental
- Music Vocals
- Drama
- Chai Engineering - Computer Technology